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Planetary Ownership
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Factory Dystopias
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The turtles signify a twofold potential, the endless time needed to create planetary resources,
and the work of extracting mineral resources
from pits. Social ownership is an advanced idea
that confronts private ownership associated
with the exploitation of human labour and nature. The idea of planetary ownership encompasses nature in its entirety as caretaker of common goods.

During the self-management, the factory was considered the heart of society and a place where the
society can be built without exploitation, which was
a particular paradox. The old factories were brutally privatized and shut down so that new ones could
be opened according to the needs of the global labour market and production chains, as in the case
of cable winders. Often foreign companies are not
required to respect workers’ rights, the workers are
fired instantly, or they work in poor leasing conditions. From the place of emancipation of workers,
the factory (again) became a place of dystopia.

Deficit of electricity and technical devices would
cause widespread panic. The change in the production of electricity from fossil to regenerative energies brings about different forms of exploitation of
nature. Instead of large hydropower plants, which
were the pride of the socialist society, private investors started building small hydropower plants in the
Balkans’ mountains. Lithium batteries are needed
to store electricity from regenerative sources and
mobile electrical devices, which is why there is a
battle over this metal.

The deepening conflict between ideas and material
conditions is an opportunity for different conceptions of society. An active role in managing and mediating between material conditions and the notion
of a better life, requires responsibility beyond the
faith in artificial intelligence. Hard physical labour,
such as mining, has been exiled to the periphery,
and there seems to be no need to use technologically and socially advanced tools. Labour is visibly
removed from those places where people receive a
universal basic income.
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Autonomous production of weapons enabled the
partisans to resist autonomously. Contrary to the
logic of the dependence of economic growth on
the growth of arms industry, stands the idea of
Zapatista communities on slow orientation, which
advocates partisan resistance of a different kind.
The dialectic of slow orientation for the benefit of
the snow-flake that cools the planet is an extraordinary combat strategy to survive in the chaos left to
us by unlimited armament.

The machines enabled women to participate
collectively in industrial production and dragged
them into factory halls, which was added to their
housework. Awareness of the multiple exploitation has led to women’s participation in strikes
and the labour movement. Mechanization has
lost its revolutionary significance, and machines
that were a symbol of progress, have been replaced by digital technology, which has brought
about, among other things, the gig economy,
flexible and precarious work.
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Finite Ores
People buy various products not thinking about
their origin and the process of their manufacturing, nor about the composition of the matter which
constitutes them. The notion that mineral wealth
is a guarantee of the progress of the whole society, which was emphasized in socialism, is losing
its meaning because aggressive extractivism on the
periphery has endangered both the nature and the
people.
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Fossil Regress
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An octopus is breaking through the porosity of the
inherited violent order, thus encouraging its allies.
All of them are in an insecure labour market where
any ties are difficult in the already polluted seabed.
The achievement of the octopus is in the constant
establishment of solidary ties despite impossible
circumstances, similar to the endeavours of the Yugoslav Anti-Fascist Women’s Front, whose premature abolition halted emancipatory changes.

Plastic has become synonymous with careless consumerism. This cheap product of the oil industry
has allowed a whole range of colourful, light and indestructible products for everyday use. Wars over
oil, environmental poisoning, and even the mere
practice of excavating and burning the remnants of
long-lost life on the planet, have changed the picture of the plastic comfort, and the oil mono-economy has contributed to reactionary necro-politics.

The First Congress of the Anti-Fascist
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Women’s Front of Yugoslavia

Shopping basket from the first self-service
store in Belgrade

Belgrade, June 17-19, 1945 (photo by
Branko Savić)
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Rena Rädle &
Vladan Jeremić
live and work in Belgrade. Their artistic practice includes installations and interventions in the public
space. Through the joint practice, Rena and Vladan
explore the relationship between art and politics
by revealing important social contradictions. They
have exhibited, among else, at: MUAC, Mexico City;
Brooklyn Museum, New York; Creative Time Summit, Miami; nGbK, Berlin; Museum of Contemporary Art, Ljubljana; MMOMA, Moscow; Museum
of Contemporary Art, Skopje; Contemporary Art
Centre of Thessaloniki, Thessaloniki; Tallinn Kunstihoone, Tallinn; Intercultural Museum, Oslo; 49th
and 56th October Salon, Belgrade; Autostrada Biennale, Prizren; Museum of Contemporary Art of
Vojvodina, Novi Sad; Tirana Art Lab, Tirana; Museum of Yugoslavia, Belgrade; 18th Tallinn Print Triennial, Kuslev’s House, Podgorica and Matica Srpska
Gallery, Novi Sad.

Anti-Fascist Women’s Front of Donji
Bukovac
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Extraction of minerals can lead to pollution of riverbeds, and resistance against the construction of
small hydropower plants is a fight to preserve life
in rivers. It is necessary to imagine a completely different, unusual defence union with the rivers and
the water world. The fish-fighters are filling up the
holes where lithium is drilled and extracted, as a
kind of mass labour action.
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One Step
Forward,
Two Steps
Back
The artistic intervention “One Step Forward, Two
Steps Back” is realized by the authors Rena Rädle &
Vladan Jeremić within the exhibition Museum Laboratory. It consists of ten art works that emerged
through a dialogical relationship with objects selected from the Museum’s collections. This intervention is part of the Museum’s continuous work
on the permanent exhibition, which is focusing this
year on the industrial heritage seen as an important aspect of the scientific-technical and cultural-political heritage of Yugoslavia.
According to the artists Rädle & Jeremić, some artefacts exhibited at the permanent exhibition affirm the ideas of prosperity and growth through
the concept of technological progress and the process of industrialization, while others can be seen
as bearers of emancipatory values and material
traces of various forms of sociality. As nowadays
we can clearly see the drastic consequences of
seemingly unlimited growth and extractivism, Rena
Rädle & Vladan Jeremić emphasize that social cohesion needs to be rebuilt and suggest potentials
for an emerging different society. Touching upon,
among other things, the issue of mineral wealth as
a former guarantee of social progress, especially in
socialism, plastics as a symbol of “careless consumerism”, challenges due to the change in electricity
production and mechanization, problems of precarious work and consequences of factory privatization, the artists purposefully single out inherited
values that we can still rely on, while at the same
time marking those places that, in their opinion,
should be left behind.
The exhibition intervention “One Step Forward,
Two Steps Back” is part of the practice of joint reflection on Yugoslav heritage with actors of the
local art scene, whom the Museum of Yugoslavia
continuously affirms, and it has been realized in
cooperation with curators Simona Ognjanović and
Marija Đorgović.

